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Cyclic diguanosine monophosphate (c-di-GMP) is a

ubiquitous signaling molecule coor- dinating, amongst
others, bacterial development and behavioural programs1.
Recently, we have shown that histidine kinase CckA from
Caulobacter crescents is regulated by c-di-GMP in that it
inhibits its kinase and stimulates its phosphatase activity2.
Thus, the phosphorylation state of CtrA, the ultimate
target of the CckA signaling pathway and a master
transcription factor controlling cell replication, is
controlled indirectly by the cellular c-di-GMP
concentration.

In order to unravel the molecular mechanism of
c-di-GMP induced reversal of CckA activity, we have
biophysically (MALS, ITC) and structurally investigated
various con- structs of CckA. Interestingly, in the
full-length context CckA binds c-di-GMP with low
micro-molar affinity only in presence of ADP and not of
ATP, whereas, the isolated cata- lytic domain (CA) binds
c-di-GMP with medium affinity irrespective of the
mononucleo- tide state. Thus, c-di-GMP binding appears
to dependent on the functional state (do- main
constellation) of the enzyme and, in this way, stabilize the
ADP complexed form.

Crystal structures of the CA domain in complex with
c-di-GMP/ATP and of the DHp-CA enzyme core in
complex with ADP have been determined. The first
structure shows c-di-GMP bound with one of its guanine
bases to a specific binding pocket on the CA domain,
whereas the second base is not involved in any
interactions. In the context of the DHp-CA double
domain structure, the second base would come to lie close
to helix 1 of the DHp domain suggesting c-di-GMP
mediated cross-linking. Taken together, we propose that
c-di-GMP binding stabilizes a domain constellation,
which allows access and dephosphorylation of the
cognate receiver domain and, at the same time, prevents
formation of the auto-kinase constellation.
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